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“The major problems in the world are the result of the difference 
between how nature works and the way people think” 

- Gregory Bateson 
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Dr. Josie McLean is an experienced facilitator of organisational 
transformation, and has worked with global thought leaders in 
system thinking and sustainability.

With a background as a financial analyst, corporate strategic 
planner and manager, Josie has worked with many leaders at 
all levels, throughout organisations of all types. She has worked 
with all three tiers of government throughout Australia, retailers 
(e.g. Coles), financiers (e.g. NAB), media (e.g. ABC TV), miners 
(BHPBilliton), and educators (Flinders University). For over 25 
years, Josie has helped leaders diagnose and work through  their 
complex challenges: helping them navigate uncertainty.  

This culminated in Josie’s pragmatic doctoral research, Embedding 
Sustainability into Organisatinal DNA: A Story of Complexity, which 
was awarded the Dean’s Commendation for Excellence. 

Unlike many sustainability advisors, Josie brings together a 
deep system thinking approach with the human dimension of 
sustainability. Josie has helped clients on the journey to transform 
into sustainable and sustaining organisations – a paradigm shift at 
the core of the organisation.  

Josie is co-founder of the  Climate Coaching Alliance, a global 
professional coaching network. Ecological and Climate-conscious 
Coaching: A Companion Guide to Evolving Coaching Practice, 
is Josie’s latest book, co-authored with leading experts, to be 
published by Routledge in September 2022. 



We are in a vital decade and many sustainability practitioners
are hard at work. Most are:
• Very busy
• Following the science and setting targets
• Managing their own motivation levels
• Seeking new ways to be even more effective

Change is at the heart of so much of sustainability practice. Some
of this work is technical in nature – and much of it involves
engaging people to try new ways of doing things.

The changes required also turn out to be everywhere! Upwards to
the board, across all functions, with all team members in
the business and out into supply chains.

Prof Michael Mann, lead author IPCC WG III, identifies two types of
gaps now:
• Aspirational - we need to collectively aspire to much greater 

action on climate change and sustainability
• Implementation - just achieving the aspirations (targets) we 

already have.

Sustainability practitioners
are essential in this decade

Now, with huge changes required this decade, and amongst 
the ongoing volitility, sustainability managers need 
someone in their corner to help them.



When you look around you, are we really doing enough, quickly 
enough?

What else might be possible?

How can you develop your leadership to do ‘differently’ rather 
than ‘more’?

When asked about what skills sustainability practitioners need 
now, Kathleen McLaughlin, Chief of Sustainability, Walmart, said:

“So what I would say is hone your core intrinsic skills like your 
problem solving skills, your communication skills, get comfortable 
with ambiguity, learn about system change and how to bring 
different tools to bear to accelerate changes in systems. ... Those 
are the kind of capabilities that are going to serve you well…”
- Climate Rising podcast, 23 February 2022

Benefits from Sustainability Sounding Board are founded upon a
systemic approach and include:
• Identifying and renegotiating the internal belief patterns that 

may derail you
• Identifying how to act more strategically and politically to be 

more effective
• Clarifying your vision again to rejuvenate and expand your 

leadership
• Applying the principles of living systems to social systems and 

your leadership
• Reviewing and strengthening the ‘support systems’ around you
• Working on a current real leadership challenge to practice 

applying a systemic approach

Why Sustainability Sounding Board?



Sustainability Sounding Board sessions are a combination of 
mentoring and coaching with a specialist in the human dimension 
of change, and a PhD in organisational transformation for 
sustainability.  

Expect the experience to be engaging, lively and fun - your energy 
levels will lift, and you will no longer be going it alone, as we also 
explore the ways in which those around you are supporting you 
too. 

There are two separate formats for Sustainability Sounding Board: 

1. Working individually with Josie  
6 x 1.5 hour  monthly executive coaching sessions  
3 x 1.0 hour small group conversations – build your resilience by 
being connected and inspired by others  
 
OR 

2. Working as a small group with Josie:  
6 x monthly 2.5 hour group coaching sessions 

In both cases you will also receive: 

• Access to an online program of short videos, reading, diagnostic 
assessments, and exercises that explore the topics identified 
above – expect to invest several hours a month into these 
activities.  

• Josie’s second book, Big Little Shifts that will be the 
foundational reading that connects with the videos.

About Sustainability Sounding Board



• Individually, $9,900 plus GST. 
  

• Group, $3,300 plus GST per person. 
Subject to a minimum group size of 6 people. 

If you’d like to join a Sustainability Sounding Board program, 
please phone or email Josie today to organise a discovery session 
to explore how this program can help you.  

Spaces are limited.

Investment and next steps
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